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Looking ahead:  
Thurs, Nov 16 - Violeta Montessori Evening 6-7:30pm 
Mon, Nov 20 - Authors’ Book Talk 6:30-8pm: “The 
Guide for White Women Who Teach Black Boys” 
Wed-Fri Nov 23-25 - Thanksgiving (School closed) 

Mon, Nov 13: Snack & Laundry -  Aahana Basu 

Remember: log-in to smile.amazon.com, click on “Violeta” & 
Amazon will donate to us!

“To make himself  heard, man no longer 
depended on the volume of  his voice. 
With the alphabet he could be heard 
from one continent to another, from 
yesterday to tomorrow. He could reach 
people distant in space and in time. 
Without uttering a sound - in silence - 
his thoughts could be heard all over the 
world at the same time.”  
~Mario Montessori quoting his mother, 
Dr. Montessori 

I’m learning precise 
movements through the 
graphic design work with 

the metal insets!
My 

hands 
are light and 

fluid  from my 
work with the 

touch 
boards and 
geometric 

With great satisfaction I 
trace and draw the 

sandpaper letters day 
after day!

These cylinders 
and nuts 

strengthen my 
pincer grasp and 

build my concentration!

The writing work in the language area of  the prepared 
environment is dynamic and rich. The complex act of  
writing is analyzed into two components: one part is the 
motor mechanism and the other is a mechanism of  the 
intellect. 

In the first couple of  years of  the children’s work in 
Violeta’s Montessori prepared environment, these two 
components are developed separately through playful and 
engaging activities. Children handle and sort nuts and 
knobbed wooden cylinders of  different dimensions all the 
while learning the ‘pincer grip’ needed for manipulating a 
pencil. Enticed by the children’s tactile sensitivity the touch 
tablets focus the children’s light and fluid hand movements 
required for writing all the while developing the children’s 
will and self-control. Further developing fluidity of  fingers, 
hands, and wrists, the children’s fingers hold the knobs and 
trace the inset shapes and corresponding frames of  the 
geometric cabinet. Further control and precision over 
manipulating a pencil are exercised in the multiple lessons 
of  the metal insets. By design the multi-sensory 
sandpaper letters appeal to the children’s senses of  touch, 
sight, and sound through movement. The beautifully 
precut letters in the movable alphabets empower the 
children to build words and work on spelling. In separating 
out the elements of  which writing is composed into 
interesting exercises the children are guided into 
purposeful activity. These years of  preparation indirectly 
make learning to write easy and possible: this ‘method of  
teaching/learning to write’ is part of  the peaceful 
revolution within our Violeta Montessori environment. 

Harkening back to the metaphor of  tending to a garden, 
the children’s final year of  their full cycle in Violeta is like a 
garden in full bloom! The children are empowered to 
experience a virtual explosion into writing: “Their hand is 
trained and prepared for writing, by means of  ever so 
many exercises…” 

As a 
group 

we 
learned 

a 
poem, 
on my 
own I 
write 
the 

words, 
and 
later 
we 

focused 
on the 

‘ou’ 
sound!

Practical life work satisfies my 
tendency for delicate and 

accurate hand movements; I’m 
controlling my hand! 
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